WHAT’S IN A LABEL?

By Pauline Hall

Some of the newer fabrics having widespread fashion appeal are now on local markets. In some, care labels are lacking while in others the information may be incomplete, misleading, and even confusing.

In Tucson, a few of the recent purchases of yard goods included a vinyl coated fabric and a fabric-to-fabric laminate. The vinyl coating is on 50 percent rayon and 50 percent cotton plain woven fabric and is available in colorful paisley patterns, solid colors and large polka-dots. The laminate has a face fabric of an Orlon acrylic filling knit in a hounds-tooth pattern backed with acetate tricot.

Similar fabrics are found in many ready-to-wear apparels and will appear in the array of fashions for spring. The vinyl coated fabrics are used for coats, jackets and young girls’ dresses. The end use of the laminates is limitless, and should depend on the fabrics making up the layers. These fabrics do not require linings and usually have better “hand” and body. Hand is a term to describe how a fabric feels, and is a subjective evaluation.

How Adequate Are Care Labels?

The vinyl coated fabric was labeled with the care information: “Do not wash or dry clean — wipe off with damp cloth.” The cost of the fabric was high enough to expect to wear a garment made from it for quite awhile, in which normally more than a wiping would be needed to keep the garment clean. The laminated fabric carried the terse information of “Washable.”

Both care labels appeared somewhat misleading and inadequate. Other research has indicated that vinyl coatings can usually be laundered satisfactorily, while the dry cleaning solvents attack the plasticizers. The plasticizers are one of the components of the vinyl and give the soft pliable hand to the coating. The plasticizers are soluble in the dry cleaning solvent and, once these are removed, the vinyl coating becomes stiff and boardy and may cause some shrinkage.

The care of laminates not only depends on the fibers present in the layers of fabric, but also whether the adhesive usually used to laminate the layers is water-soluble or dry cleaning solvent-soluble. The fabric manufacturers of the laminates should consider the compatibility of the fibers in the layers of the fabric and the adhesive in terms of the expected end use of the textile.

Test for Care

In view of the information given on the labels for care of the two fabrics and reports of care for similar fabrics, some laboratory tests were made for launderability and dry-cleanability to determine the reliability of the labels. The tests were done in the Launder-Ometer which accelerates the conditions of cleaning normally done to fabrics.

Three different tests were made, including one dry cleaning and two washing conditions. Each of the accelerated dry cleanings equals five normal dry cleanings. One of the
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LABORATORY TESTS of various new fabrics are made by Dr. Hall, left, and a student, Connie Mitchell of Phoenix. Each of the round containers (between the two women) holds a fabric sample for testing. Above, on the chart, can be seen the small samples of fabrics which have undergone the accelerated cleaning test. Note how some curl up, some shrink, others change color, denoting probable results in actual usage.
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given to fabrics. With the vinyl coated fabric, mild hand launderings would be appropriate for cleaning even though the label had stated that neither dry cleaning nor laundering should be done. The laminate fabric was labeled as being "washable" but not even the mildest laundering conditions were satisfactory. Only dry cleaning of this fabric was acceptable.

In view of these tests, the consumer of textile products has two choices in care of these new fabrics. First is to actually test a fabric for care. With yard goods, the home sewer can purchase a small amount of fabric and test it by laundering under various conditions and noting any changes. Dry cleaning conditions may be somewhat duplicated by placing a small piece of fabric in a jar with some spot removing agent and some small items such as marbles, screws, etc. By shaking the jar, the agitation and abrasion usually found in dry cleaning will be simulated.

The second choice would take more time to accomplish. This is to promote more explicit and permanent labeling from the textile industry. The Industry Advisory Committee of Textile Information, a private voluntary group, has devised a new labeling system. The members of the textile industry who agree to conform to this system will, starting this spring, provide sewn-in labels in items requiring special care. This is a step in the right direction. However, fabrics which can be cleaned by obvious or traditional means will not carry labels. This new system still leaves the consumer with many questions such as:

Still Many Questions

Does this item require special care even though a label is not sewn in?

What are the best obvious or traditional means of cleaning an item?

What provisions are made to adequately label yard goods used by the home sewer?

Such care labels should utilize words and phrases in common use to describe conventional washing and cleaning methods. The term "washable" does not give any indication of the conditions — such as hand or machine washable and temperature of the water. Permanent labeling of ready-to-wear apparel is easily provided by sewn-in fabric labels. Yard goods could also carry this information.

It's foolish to worry about confused, miserable teenagers. In a few years they'll be confused, miserable adults.